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Existing multilevel modelling 
commands in Stata
• Stata provide the xtmixed, xtmelogit and xtmepoisson commands
– Limited range of models can be specified
– Computationally quite slow to fit models
• Sophia Rabe-Hesketh (with Anders Skrondal) provide the gllamm command
– Very wide range of models can be specified
– Computationally slow to fit most models
Multilevel modelling in MLwiN
1. Estimation of multilevel models for continuous, binary, ordered categorical, 
unordered categorical and count data
2. Fast estimation via classical and Bayesian methods 
3. Estimation of multilevel models for cross-classified and multiple 
membership non-hierarchical data structures
4. Estimation of multilevel multivariate response models, multilevel spatial 
models, multilevel measurement error models, multilevel multiple 
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. scatter u1 u0, yline(0) xline(0) ///
ylabel(-1(.25)1) xlabel(-1(.25)1) aspectratio(1)
. egen u0rank = rank(u0)
. serrbar u0 u0se u0rank, scale(1.96) yline(0)
. summarize u0
. generate u0std = (u0 - r(mean))/r(sd)
. generate u0uniform = (u0rank - 0.5)/_N
. generate u0nscore = invnorm(u0uniform)
. scatter u0std u0nscore, yline(0) xline(0) ///
ylabel(-3(1)3) xlabel(-3(1)3) aspectratio(1)
. generate prediction = _b[cons]*cons ///
+ _b[standlrt ]*standlrt + u0 + u1*standlrt
. sort school standlrt
. line xbu standlrt, connect(a) ///
ytitle(“Predicted age 16 exam score for boys”)
. twoway (function [RP2]var(cons) + ///
2*[RP2]cov(cons,standlrt)*x + /// 
[RP2]var(standlrt)*x^2, /// 
range(standlrt)), ///
ytitle("Level 2 variance function") ///
xtitle("Age 11 exam score (standardised)")
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. mcmcsum, trajectories
. mcmcsum [RP2]var(standlrt), fiveplot
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